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ABSTRACT

Recently altered perceptions of the role of the
non-proliferation regime, as well as continued IAEA
funding constraints, suggest a need to re-examine the
fundamentals of IAEA verification strategy. This
paper suggests that abandoning certain material
balance area (MBA) related concepts that nominally
form the basic framework of "full-scope" safeguards
would result in a more flexible inspection regime.
The MBA concept applied in the domestic context
enables a national authority to localize losses in space
and in time and to minimize the need to measure in-
process inventory. However, these advantages do
not accrue to an international verification regime
because it cannot truly verify the "flows" between
MBAs without extensive containment/surveillance
measures. In the verification model studied, the
entire nuclear inventory of a state is periodically
declared and verified simultaneously in one or two
large segments (containing possibly many MBAs).
Simultaneous inventory of all MBAs within a
segment would occur through advance "mailbox"
declarations and random selection of MBAs for on-
site verification or through enhanced
containment/surveillance techniques. Flows are
generally speaking not verified. This scheme would
free the inspectorate from the obligation to attempt to
verify on-site each stratum of the material balance of
every facility declaring significant quantities of
nuclear material.

Background
The recent conflict in the Middle East has

provoked interest in a re-examination of some of the
assumptions which have been fundamental to the
design of the IAEA safeguards system since the
signing of the NPT more than twenty years ago. A
number of concepts have been suggested to broaden
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the IAEA verification mandate, including special""'
inspections, the prevision and use of design
information, and evaluation and use by the Agency
of a broader range of data then that formally reported
under treaty obligations. These initiatives have
generally been supported by the U. S. government
whose interest in non-proliferation has reawakened
in the wake of the discovery of the extent of the Iraqi
nuclear program and with the fading of the Soviet
threat.

The re-examination of the IAEA role has
necessarily revisited a number of problems that have
accumulated in the area of conventional safeguards.
The IAEA has faced a zero-growth budget for a
number of years in the face of an expanding
international fuel cycle; budget problems facing the
nations of the former Soviet Union will exacerbate
this situation. Much of the safeguards budget is
spent accounting for material in states which appear
to be of little proliferation concern. Over the last 20
years the IAEA has matured as an institution, its
objectives have been codified, and its practices have
acquired considerable institutional momentum.
Given the new challenges which presumably will be
put before the IAEA, it is a fair question to ask
whether the IAEA is in a posture to move into the
future as a useful tool of non-proliferation policy. In
this context, it is appropriate to indulge in an
examination of ideas that might have been viewed as
heretical two years ago.

It is the thesis of this paper that conventional
MBA-oriented approaches to material accountancy
inflexibly constrain the IAEA inspection effort, that
more flexible schemes making use of randomized
inspection strategies, containment/surveillance, and
other techniques could be used to address some of
the problems cited above, and that such schemes can
be justified technically. While these schemes might
not in each case satisfy IAEA technical criteria as
currently formulated and interpreted, they could in
fact provide adequate deterrence, while allowing
more freedom in the allocation of inspection
resources.
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IAEA Technical Objectives Under the NPT
The notion of the material balance area (MBA)

as fundamental to international material accountancy
verification is embodied in paragraph 30 of
INFCIRC 153 (Corrected)^:

"The agreement should provide that the technical
conclusion of the Agency's verification activities is a
statement, in respect of each material balance area, of
the amount of material unaccounted for, over a
specific period, giving the limits of accuracy of the
amounts stated"

Of course, the IAEA does not adhere literally
to the idea that the technical conclusion of verification
activities is expressed as a simple comparison of
MUF and its uncertainty. While material
accountancy is accepted as the fundamental technical
measure on which verification is based, the
Safeguards Implementation Report is not simply a
list of MUF/LEMUF values; what is clearly central is
a more general assessment of whether material has
been diverted from the state as a whole. So while the
concept of de-emphasizing MBAs apparently violates
this paragraph of INFCIRC/153, it is also true that
the substantive issue is not the form of the "technical
conclusionlf but whether a diversion of material can
be detected. This is clearly siated in the much-quoted
paragraph 28:

"...the objective of safeguards is the timely detection
of diversion of significant quantities of nuclear
material from peaceful nuclear activities... and
deterrence of such diversion by risk of early
detection."

Effort Allocation Under Conventional Material
Accounting Verification

In a conventional approach to material
accountancy verification^], the state makes
declarations regarding the components of MUF for
each MBA, and the IAEA verifies these declarations
through independent measurements. As a general
rule (ignoring, for the time being, reactors), this
requires the inspectorate to make measurements on
items in each stratum of the material balance. In
terms of the overall burden carried by the
inspectorate, verification activities are mandated for
each stratum of each material balance component for
every MBA worldwide for each material balance
period. This requires a high level of inspection
effort, dictated by the scope of the international fuel
cycle, which grows inevitably in a linear fashion
with the number of facilities. When the inspection
effort required exceeds that available, some strata
(flow strata at LEU fabrication facilities, for

example) must be omitted, calling into question the
inspection regime for that facility.

The only flexible parameter that can be altered
in this scheme to conserve inspection effort is the
number of items chosen randomly from each stratum
for independent measurement: the sample size.
However, reducing sample sizes does little to reduce
inspection effort, as even a single verification
measurement requires a large "overhead" in terms of
travel and preparation time.

The Role of MBAs in International Versus Domestic
Safeguards

The MBA was originally a domestic material
accounting construct: dividing a set of facilities, or
even a single facility, into a number of MBAs with
periodic physical inventories and material balance
closures provides a national authority with important
information regarding loss of material from the
national system. First, the MBA structure, along
with periodic material balance closings enables any
loss to be localized in space and time; in other words,
the MBA and material balance period of a loss can be
identified. Another way of stating this is that the
measurement of the flows between the MBAs allows
the isolation of one MBA from another so that a loss
in one MBA does not affect what is observed in the
next MBA. This isolation breaks down when the
flow between two MBAs is poorly measured; in this
case the inventory differences (IDs) in the two MBAs
become correlated.

A second advantage of the MBA-material-
balance-closing system is that for each MBA, the
timing of the physical inventory can be such, as to
minimize the amount of poorly-measurable
inventory. The term "poorly-measurable inventory"
will be used broadly here to include material for
which measurement uncertainties are large or material
which is inaccessible. Since two interacting MBAs
will generally not have physical inventories at the
same time, the "asynchronous" material balances of
these MBAs will generally produce better
accountancy (smaller IDs) than any attempt to
combine the two areas into a single larger area with a
unified physical inventory (necessarily incorporating
larger amounts of poorly measurable inventory).

The international verification system must be
based on data declared by the domestic system,
which of course reflects the domestic MBA structure.
This data occurs in the familiar form of the material
balance:

MUF or ID = beginning inventory + receipts -
shipments - ending inventory

It is natural to base a verification philosophy
on this equation, using the following logic: if the
international inspectorate can verify the four terms on
the right-hand side of the equation for each MBA by



independent measurement, a diversion must show up
either as MUF or as a discrepancy between the
declared and Inspector-measured values. This is
precisely the emphasis given in INFCIRC/153 in the
paragraph quoted above.

To follow this logic further, it would seem that
the international inspectorate wou'd gain the same
advantages from its analysis of MBA data as the
domestic system: namely, localization of losses or
diversion, isolation of MBAs, and minimization of
accounting uncertainty due to poorly-measurable
inventory. There is, however, a significant
difference between die domestic system and the
international inspectorate: whereas the domestic
system, through physical security and material
control measures, is assured that its measured values
correspond to real flows and inventories of material,
the international inspectorate (without elaborate C/S
measures) can only verify material presented to it by
the operator. This fact leaves open diversion
scenarios which call Jie utility of the MBA data into
question. Specifically, such scenarios allow a
"defect" (an overstatement of inventory) to be passed
between MBAs (possibly hidden in poorly
measurable inventory). This can go on indefinitely
without detection so long as simultaneous inventories
are not taken in the two MBAs.

Diversion Scenarios that Shift Defects Between
MBAs

Consider two material balance areas which
possess similar nuclear materials on inventory.
These could be the process MBAs of two fabrication
facilities. Clearly a defect (overstatement of
inventory) in one MBA could be moved to the other
MBA by an undeclared transfer of material (e.g.,
powder) from the second MBA to the first.
Alternatively, a paper transfer of material from the
first MBA to the second, without any physical
transfer, will have the same effect.

Alternatively, consider two MBAs whicn
successively process materials in different forms,
such as an enrichment plant which ships UF6 in
cylinders to a fabrication facility whose first process
step involves conversion of the UFg to UO2-
Suppose there is an overstatement of the amount of
in-process inventory in the conversion step of the
fabrication facility. This defect can be converted into
a defect at the enrichment plant by shipping a
cylinder of UF6 from the enrichment plant to the
fabrication facility and feeding the cylinder to the
process without declaration.

Suppose now there is an overstatement of the
inventory of the enrichment facility. If the
fabrication facility claims to feed a UF6 cylinder to
the fabrication process, but instead sends it back to
the enrichment facility, the defect is transferred to the
fabrication facility. Alternatively, the enrichment
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plant could declare a shipment to the fabrication
facility, without actually making one, and the
fabrication facility could declare the material fed to
the conversion process.

These "transfer scenarios" will remain
undetected by an international inspectorate unless it
has enough physical presence or
containment/surveillance at the facilities to detect the
physical passage of material (or the lack thereof).
This is seldom the case.

As illustrated in figure 1, as long as no
simultaneous inventory is performed at the MBAs, a
defect can be passed back and forth without showing
up at any physical inventory verification. These
scenarios suggest that verification of flows and
inventories as generally performed around MBAs by
an international inspectorate do not isolate losses in
time and space and do not solve the problem of
poorly-measurable inventory, in terms of
international verification. It is therefore legitimate to
question the utility of flow measurements between
MBAs where such scenarios are possible.

time

// 12
Events:
0 - Diversion from MBA2
1 - Paper transfer to MBA1, no real transfer
2 - Actual transfer to MBA], no paper transfer
3 - Actual transfer to MBA2, no paper transfer
4 - Paper transfer to MBA2, no real transfer
11,12 - Inventories at each MBA

Existence of positive MUF at MBA

Figure 1.

Strategies Addressing the Problems of Conventional
MBA-Oriented Safeguards

The above arguments suggest that
conventional MBA-oriented safeguards approaches
applied to facilities in large national fuel cycles entail
an inflexible and probably large allocation of
inspection effort, while at the same time allowing a
number of diversion scenarios, possibly involving
large amounts of material, to go undetected. The
traditional response to this dilemma is to require
simultaneous inventory verifications at all facilities
for which such transfer scenarios could occur. This
is generally not practical for two reasons.

• In a large fuel cycle, a number of facilities could
be connected by such transfer scenarios, and
allocating enough inspectors to inspect all
facilities simultaneously would probably present
manpower and logistical problems.



• Facilities will not generally perform their own
domestic inventories simultaneously. While
most facilities could probably declare most of
their inventory which was not in-process,
"inaccessible" inventory could not be verified.

These problems may be addressed, partially if
not entirely (while at the same time allowing the
inspectorate additional flexibility in its effort
allocation) using a combination of three strategies:

• The use of "mailbox" declarations[3] on the part
of inspected facilities,

• Random choice of which facilities,[4,5] or
perhaps which strata, are to be inspected,
allowing thus the possibility that a stratum of
items, or even a facility will not be verified at all,
and

• The use of intensified containment/surveillance,
or alternately continuous inspector presence, at a
facility as appropriate to temporarily or
permanently prevent the transfer scenarios
discussed above.

"Mailbox" declarations are declarations of the
nuclear material content of inventory strata made
irrevocably to the inspectorate before the inspector
arrives for an inspection; such declarations could be
made, for example, the day before the inventory by
fax to IAEA headquarters or a regional office. The
use of the mailbox declaration allows the inspectorate
to choose facilities or strata for inspection on a
random basis without completely sacrificing
detection capability and deterrence for uninspected
facilities or strata, in much the same manner that an
inspector samples items from a stratum once the
operator has committed himself to declared values for
the items. This use of randomized choice for items is
viewed by the IAEA secretariat as completely
acceptable, while for some reason the same principle
applied to facilities is unpopular. It was
characterized in a recent IAEA study as "a drastic,
unwise departure from current practice"[6], without
explaining why this should be so. This document,
although it recommended against the use of
randomized visits to reactors, in fact demonstrated
that significant savings in manpower were attainable
on a per facility basis at those facilities to which the
randomized strategy was applied.

An often-cited objection [7] to the use of
randomized inspection schemes is that true "surprise"
inspections are not possible because the inspector iv.
effect announces his intention to inspect through the
visa application process. Whether or not the visa
application problem is intractable, the objection does
not apply in the case where an inspector acquires a
visa for a state, and then chooses randomly among
facilities within that state, as is suggested here.

The use of mailbox declarations and
randomized inspections would allow more flexibility
in allocating inspection effort because not every
facility (or stratum of material) would have to be
visited for inspection. The strategy would enable the

inspectorate to, in effect, simultaneously verify
inventories at multiple locations without actually
visiting all facilities; this addresses the problems
posed by the diversion scenarios discussed above.
Simultaneous inventories, however, would not
provide access to material that was poorly-
measurable at the time of the inventory, and this
remains a concern. One approach to this problem is
the use of enhanced containment/surveillance
measures, or, equivalently, the use of continuous
inspector presence. Exactly how this would be done
in each case would be facility-specific, but the
objective would be to temporarily prevent transfer
scenarios until an inventory is taken. For example, a
facility with a book inventory indicating a significant
amount of inaccessible in-process material could be
placed under intensive surveillance until the in-
process inventory emerges as product that can be
verified, or until the facility holds its clean-out
inventory.

State-Level Strategies

The above considerations suggest that
safeguards approaches be designed at the state level,
taking into account the possible interactions between
facilities. Such state-level safeguards approaches
would involve the following strategies:

• "Flow verification" as such is not to be
performed except where supported by enhanced
containment/surveillance. Declared flows into
and out of a state can be assumed to be valid if
states are not colluding. Material that has been
received from another facility within the state is
treated as inventory.

• Facilities are grouped together into "zones"
[9,10] which are composed of all MBAs between
which transfer scenarios are considered feasible.
These zones are essentially treated as large
MBAs.

• Zones are inventoried for verification
simultaneously using the techniques discussed
above, including as necessary mailbox
declarations, randomized procedures, and
intensified containmeni/surveiJlance measures.

Nuclear material accountancy would remain
the fundamental safeguards measure under such a
system; the focus would shift from an attempt to
detect diversion from MBAs to an attempt to detect
diversion from the state as a whole.

Concluding Remarks

This paper suggests that (a) MBA-based
international material accountancy verification may in
certain circumstances admit problematic diversion
scenarios, (b) that the natural basis for material
accountancy is the state as a whole, and (c) that
dropping MBA-based verification and adopting some



novel strategies may help correct these flaws while
simultaneously allowing a more flexible allocation of
inspection effort It is dear that a detailed analysis of
these strategies for a number of specific cases is
needed to demonstrate the practicality and utility of
these ideas. It is also clear that practical
implementation would require a number of
adjustments on the part of the inspectorate as well as
the inspected facilities. The concepts presented are
somewhat radical if viewed in the context of the
accepted interpretation of INFCIRC/153.
Consideration of new alternatives is necessary,
however, to allow the IAEA to adapt flexibly to an
environment of constrained resources, a growing
world fuel cycle, and broadened responsibilities
without leaving gaps in the fabric safeguards
verification activities.
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